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Introduction
The following workshops each consist of two parts. First there’s a short introductory lecture, and
second group or pair participation exercises. Learning new skills is a bit like swimming. All the
lectures and books don’t come close to preparing people for the reality of swimming in real water.
So, each workshop session has group and/or pair exercises to operationalize the learning in
hopefully a fun and easy going manner. The accompanying handbook has a bibliography, lots of
online resources, readings, quizzes and tests and other materials to supplement the workshops.
Workshops
1. Active Listening & Counseling
2. Conflict Resolution Strategies
Ideal Workshop Environment
1. Participants: 15 - 20 (possibly 25)
2.
3.
4.
5.

Chairs in a circle to facilitate group interaction (a physical “round table” isn’t really needed.)
AV Equipment, LED screen or equivalent
Each Workshop is 90 minutes; two 40 minute sessions with a 10 minute break in the middle
Workshops are free of charge

Note: Because of time constraints only 10% - 15% of the material in this Handbook is included in the
workshop itself, however activities done in the workshop are those designed to maximally facilitate
operationalizing the primary objectives described in the workshop title. The rest of the information
and resources in this Handbook are for additional research if participants are so inclined.
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Brief Workshop Descriptions
1. Active Listening & Counseling
2. Conflict Resolution Strategies

Active Listening & Counseling
a. Active Listening - Explores methodologies to ensure people listen and ways to communicate
that “I am listening.” This is followed by pair skills training to practice the relatively simple
methodology.
b. Explores a counseling model which is based on the belief that ultimately people have to
figure out ways to solve their own problems and the counselor’s job is to help them 1) find
out what the real problem is, 2. Explore options 3) prioritize possible solutions and 4)
operationalize solutions. A seven question model is presented. Participants practice the
counseling model using a list of “make-believe” (rather unlikely) problems.

Conflict resolution strategies
Five primary conflict resolution strategies have been identified and extensive research suggests
most people have a preferred strategy. This workshop helps us learn about our own preferred
conflict resolution strategies, how to identify other people’s preferred conflict resolution
strategies, and the advantages and disadvantages of each conflict resolution strategy.
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Workshop 1 A - Active Listening
Vocabulary
 Gist: (Noun) The most important meaning, (主旨 zhǔ zhǐ) main points; essence.
 Summarize – a short form of a communication containing the gist (总结 zǒng jié]
 Paraphrase – saying or writing the same thing but in different words (复述 fù shù);
rephrasing
 Pay attention: focus one’s mind on something: (注意 zhù yì)
 Hear – sound enters the ears – maybe one pays attention, maybe not. (听 tīng)
 Listen – pay attention to what one hears (倾听 qīngtīng)
 Nod – head goes down and up a little to show one understands. (点头 diǎn tóu)
 Facial Expression – the expression on someone’s face: (面部表情 miànbùbiǎoqíng)
 Posture – position of the body (姿势 zī shì)
 Frustration – Needs, physical, intellectual or emotional are not being met. (挫折 zhé cuò)
(The source of many conflicts.) Most frustrated people also may feel anger, surprise or
disbelief. “It’s unbelievable!” Example: I cooked a very delicious hamburger, and was just
about to eat when a dog jumped up and ate it. I was so frustrated!
 Encourage –鼓励 [gǔ lì] to give/offer support and energy
We all hear, but how much do we listen?
I can hear you, but I’m not really listening because:



I’m angry and thinking about what I’m going to say next, or maybe
I’m thinking about lunch or something else.

I read, but I don’t really understand much because:
 I’m not really thinking much about it
 I’d rather be doing something else
 It’s difficult
 I don’t believe a word of it!

These days sometimes it seems like everybody is talking, but not many people are listening and
fewer still are critically thinking about what they hear, see, read, think or feel.
Some people listen, read, or see a lot, but most don’t analyze it much, or think about it.
The incredible power of mandatory institutionalized education and the highly seductive mass media
has a lot to do with this. Most people trust teachers, movies and the news out of habit. The
international mass media has “dumbed the world down” especially since the Vietnam War.
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We are all masters of not listening. That protects us from the onslaught of strange unwanted
noises, people, advertising and potential threats to our value systems and the security of our
cultures and nations.
Research on listening suggests people only remember 30% to 50% of what they hear, usually. We
slaves of modern society are daily subjected to massive information overload. If it doesn’t seem
important at the time, we’re likely to stop listening, and/or just forget quickly.
Learning to listen effectively is important before learning counseling skills.
If we’re not listening (and/or reading) carefully, we can’t summarize or paraphrase what the other
person is saying or writing.
If we don’t listen (observe or read carefully), it’s difficult or impossible to do counseling or conflict
resolution later on.
Another benefit to listening carefully to another person and providing ongoing non-verbal and
verbal feedback is that it builds trust.
First, what’s the difference between summarizing and paraphrasing?
Summarizing is making what you hear or read shorter but containing the gist of that
communication.
Paraphrasing is saying the same thing in different words – maybe shorter, maybe the same length.
We’ll be doing both here. If it’s a long communication, we’ll summarize. If it's a short
communication, we’ll just paraphrase.
Why?
Too many people don’t listen!

How do we signal to someone that we are listening?
Body Language
 Nod occasionally.
 Smile and use other facial expressions.
 PAY ATTENTION TO your posture and make sure it is open and inviting.
Short verbal affirmation
 Encourage the speaker to continue with small verbal comments like “yes,” and “Uh huh,”
maybe add a: “I know what your mean,” or “I hear you,” here and there.
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Some different kinds of observing (in addition to listening)
Greater Good Magazine has a lot of interesting quizzes:
https://greatergood.berkeley.edu/quizzes

Emotional intelligence quiz
https://greatergood.berkeley.edu/quizzes/ei_quiz
But, be careful… all that glitters is not gold:
The Direction of Deception: Neuro-Linguistic Programming as a Lie Detection Tool, Journal of Police
and Criminal Psychology 27(2) · October 2012
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/257763641_The_Direction_of_Deception_NeuroLinguistic_Programming_as_a_Lie_Detection_Tool
Seven Tricks for Reading Body Language like A Pro
https://www.forbes.com/sites/travisbradberry/2016/12/28/seven-tricks-for-reading-bodylanguage-like-a-pro/#3320ea136c13
Take video personality test
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Y76u3UyQd8

Summarize or paraphrase back to the person what you heard them say before you
start presenting your own ideas.

A simple, useful model counseling formula (short version):
“I hear you saying that ________________________________________.” (Present your
paraphrase of summary of what they said.)
Then, AFTER that, you can in some situations introduce a leading question:
“Have you tried ______________________________________________________?
This way the other person at least knows you listened to them.
Paraphrasing/summarizing build trust.
First, we’ll start with simple summarizing or paraphrasing:
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Mom: You’re spending all your time playing games on the weekend and you’re not studying your
school courses. Don’t you know that I’m very worried you’re going to fail your courses and end up
very unhappy going to a so-so university, then get a so-so job and not be very happy in life. I’m
paying a lot of money for this education of yours and you’re wasting that opportunity playing games
all the time!
Your summary: “I hear you saying that you’re worried I’m wasting a lot of time playing games and
not learning much, so I’ll end up really unhappy later on in life.”
(Then you politely present your own thinking:)
“I hear you mom, but, please understand that… ____________________.
NOW, it’s your turn to summarize:

Practice Situation 1
I work so hard keeping this house clean and nice. I sweep and wash the floors, I dust the furniture,
and wash the clothes. I go shopping and buy the food, and I cook and wash the dishes, and all the
clothes and take care of our 27 children! But what do you do? You just come and go as you like,
throw your clothes all over the house, leave your things everywhere, and never organize anything!
You don’t seem to care about the work I do! I’m not going to take this anymore!
You say (a summary): “I hear you saying that
_________________________________________________________________________.

Practice Situation 2
I got a new computer game last week and it’s really exciting! First you have to choose a map,
character and weapons to defeat an army of monsters from hell, than want to eat you and pick his
teeth with your bones! The only way to win is to find who their leader is and keep killing him, but as
soon as you kill one leader another pops up out of nowhere and leads one of his armies to kill you
again! Their armies have all kinds of magic weapons, like illusions, lasers, RPGs, crossbows and of
course, lots of spies! To learn this new game I’m playing all night every night, but wow, I’m getting
good fast. With a little more practice I can become the king of the universe and make all the slave
monster armies work for me!
Summarize:
__________________________________________________________________________.
(Then you politely present your own thinking:)
“I hear you, but, please understand that… ____________________.
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Active listening, labeling emotion(s) and checking the accuracy of your
summary/paraphrase.
NOW, I’d like you to do two other things besides just summarizing or paraphrasing.
1. I’d like you name the emotion that the person, or people you’re listening to right at the
beginning before your summary.
Mini-Practice Exercise
How many feelings can you name?









_________________
_________________
_________________
_________________
_________________
_________________
_________________
_________________

2. After your summary, check to make sure that your summary is good, by saying: “Is that
right?”

Warm up: Practice identifying emotions
Please name two or more emotions you might feel in each situation. Remember that emotions are
like colors, there are an infinite number of them and some are hard to express in words sometimes.
1. A slaps B in the face. What emotion(s) will B feel? ________, __________, ___________.
2. X tells Y he/she doesn’t love him/her anymore and is leaving. What emotion(s) might Y feel?
________, __________, ___________.
3. Boss tells worker that he’s slow, lazy and does a bad job even though worker Z is really a
great worker. What emotion(s) might the worker feel?
________, __________, ___________.
4. Dad tells his son/daughter that he’s going to divorce his mother and live with another
woman. What emotion(s) might the son/daughter feel?
________, __________, ___________.
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5.

Boss tells workers a, b, c, and 274,987 other workers that the company will close and they
don’t have a job anymore. What emotion(s) might workers a, b, c, and 274,987 others feel?
________, __________, ___________.

Practice Situation 3
A.
Label emotion
B.
Summarize or paraphrase
C.
Then check to make sure you’ve got it right.
The workers don’t want to work more than eight (8) hours a day, they will not work more than five
days a week unless they are paid a lot more for working “overtime,” they want a one-hour lunch
break, and they want insurance 保险 [bǎo xiǎn]. Also, they want to have drinking water provided by
the company, and safe working conditions. If their demands are not met, they will go on strike (罢
工 bà gōng) until these demands are met. You are the boss, but your company does not have the
money to give them insurance or overtime money. It’s too expensive. You just don’t have the
money.
So, you say:
1.
2.
3.

It sounds like you’re ______________________ (what emotion?)
Summarize: “…and___________________________.”
Checking: “Is that right?”

Now, you’ve got to tell them the realities of your company’s financial situation and offer a
resolution:
__________________________________________________________________________.
__________________________________________________________________________.

Practice Situation 4
You are the boss and two workers are arguing about who should clean up at the end of the work
day. One worker, Joe has been there 10 years and he says the new guy, Bill should clean up. The
new guy Bill says he’s tired and both should clean up. It looks like they are going to have a fight.
How will you describe their feelings and paraphrase this so that both know you’re listening?
So you say:
It sounds like you’re ___________________(describe their emotion) , and that Joe, you’re saying
that ____________________ and Bill, you think that _________________. (Checking)
________________?
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Practice Situation 5
You're a policeman in the police station and someone calls you with the following story:
Officer! Every time after I come home from school some of my underwear is missing. At first I
couldn’t figure out what’s happening, so I put a video camera in my room, and I saw that a pink
monkey from mars is coming into my room and stealing my underwear! This is amazing! The next
time this happens I’m going to kill that pink monkey!
So you say:
It sounds like you’re ___________________(describe the callers emotion) , and you’re telling me
that ____________________________ (Summary). Is that right?
Summary and conclusions on Active Listening
OK, OK, we’ve all got this now.
1. Try to describe the emotion you hear.
2. Summarize what the person said.
3. Check to be sure you’re right.
Now some trust is built. We care about a resolution enough to at least listen.
The listening skills are essential for what’s next: Counseling.
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Workshop 1 B - Counseling
Counseling Anyone?
This section relates the ABCs of professional counseling skills so caring people can help other people
solve their own problems in a safe way.
Everybody needs a counselor sometimes
咨询心理学 (Counseling Psychology)
(See the PPT that goes with this lesson plan.)
Introduction
 Do you have problems?
 Everybody has problems sometimes.
 Today I’m going to give you more problems!
 Not real problems, fake problems (I hope), and you’re going to help each other solve those
problems.
Do you have any problems?
B: Yes, no, maybe
A: How many? Be honest now!
That’s a “rhetorical question,” which means I don’t expect an answer. Everyone has some
problems.
When I was young a wise old woman told me: “There are no problems, only challenges.”
What does that mean? It’s a way of redefining “problems” in a positive way.
Challenges teach us things and increase our ability to analyze complicated situations and find
solutions.
Have fun with this.
The person asking the questions is the Counselor. The person with the problem is called “the
client.”
Below are seven short questions that together can help solve most problems, yes, even in the real
world.
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They are real counselor questions and can be very useful in the real world with people who have
real problems.

Counselor Questions
1. How can I help you today? (OR) What can I do for you? (OR) What seems to be the matter?
2. How do you feel about that?
3. Is this the first time something like this has happened to you? [or, “When did it start?”]
4. What do you think you should do?
5. Do you have any other ideas?
6. Do you have friends or family you can talk to? (If “no” counselor says, “you can always come and
talk with me.”)
7. What is the best thing for you to do now?

Counselor questions in detail
1. How can I help you? (OR) What can I do for you? (OR) What seems to be the matter?
You’ve got to ask this question gently so the person you’re helping feels like you care.
Watch the person you are counseling and their body language. A lot of times people don’t
tell you their real problem at the beginning because of fear or embarrassment. Is their body
language open, or closed? I’ll demonstrate this in class. A person with closed body language
might have their arms and legs crossed, and may not be telling you the real problem at the
beginning. Sometimes you have dig a little deeper to find out what’s really bothering the
person.
Note: It is this presenter’s opinion about half of people’s
problems are really rooted in early childhood traumas and
the problems they present at counseling sessions are
extensions of those much earlier traumas. Thus, about half of
the people with problems are not even aware of the root
causes of most of their problems.
To learn more about this, participants can download all 5,102
pages of Freud’s collected works at:
https://holybooks-lichtenbergpress.netdna-ssl.com/wpcontent/uploads/Sigmund-Freud-The-Complete-Works.pdf
And also refer to the collected works of Fritz Perls:
http://www.gestalt.lv/books/books/
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2. How do you feel about that? Usually the client will say something like: sad, angry, afraid,
embarrassed…
Counselors believe most people think too much and don’t pay enough attention to feelings.
Counselors must again watch the client’s body language and follow the feelings downhill like
water. Also, the counselor must listen carefully to the answer. Does the client really answer
with a feeling, or what he/she thinks?
3. Is this the first time something like this has happened to you? [or,] “When did it start?”
Don’t ask this question if a loved one is dying, their cat died or they have a fatal disease like
HIV/AIDS or terminal cancer. In those cases, this question will sound really insensitive and
stupid. Instead just go to the next question.
4. What do you think you should do? This question makes the point that people have their own
best answers. The counselor gently pulls the solutions from the client, if necessary with leading
questions. It is very important that the client finds his or her own solutions because only the
client knows his or her own value system. The solution must fit within the value system of the
client or huge new problems can emerge.
Advice can go terribly wrong, so never give advice! That’s my advice!
4. Do you have any other ideas? Sometimes that first idea is a bad idea.
Like: “Kill that guy!”
A whole wide range of options is best.
So, the counselor can sometimes help the client explore options with leading questions: “Do
you think you might be comfortable going for example, to a hospital?” But often it’s a good idea
to let the client struggle a bit – to work his or her way through the problem into real solutions.
6. Do you have friends or family you can talk to? If the person says “no” counselor says, “You
can always come and talk with me.”
People often have resources (like family and friends), but don’t think to use them.
But, if someone has a deeply personal problem like HIV/AIDS, they might not want to talk about
it with their family or friends - it’s almost universally true sooner or later those family or friends
find out and do help, but only after the client has suffered enormously alone.
7. What is the best thing for you to do now? This means to prioritize (优先Yōuxiān) the
solutions, and start to put the best solution into action. A very important step! If the counselor
is not comfortable with the client’s “final solution,” he or she can ask more leading questions
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like: What do you think the result would be if you…? This way the counselor can explore other
options the client maybe didn’t think of, and understand maybe why the client doesn’t want to
do some other more obvious solutions.
QUESTIONS? Comments?
Now, it’s time to start. If this is exercise is done in a classroom its best if the desks/chairs can be put
in a circle so everyone can see each other. It’s strange to be counseled by someone sitting behind
you. Comfort and eye contact for example are really important.
TOP SECRET list of 20 horrifying (fake) problems!
You can choose a number 1 – 20 (The list has been randomized so nobody knows which problem
they are selecting.) The facilitator will read the problem. (There are five extra questions for those
who don’t like the original problem they randomly selected.)
The counselor just has to read the questions, sound like he or she cares, and watch the
client’s body language. If the client starts asking the counselor questions, the counselor needs
to again - gently - turn those questions back to the client. The answers are in the client; the
counselor is only there to help the person discover their own solutions. Why? The counselor
cannot possibly know the inner value system of the client and imposing his or her value system
on the client can have terrible short-term (client suicide) results and/or long-term
consequences.
TOP SECRET 20 PROBLEMS (plus five extras “just in case…”)
Facilitator’s Note: If the “client” doesn’t like the problem it’s OK to exchange it for another one.
It might be the “client’s” real problem (!) and a workshop isn’t usually the best venue for
dealing with real problems. That’s why most of the problems below are obviously fictional.
1. You always smell bad.
2. Your mother is an alien.
3. You woke up this morning with blood on your face and remember flying around drinking
people’s blood last night. Congratulations, you are now a vampire.
4. You are going crazy.
5. A witch turned you into a frog.
6. You have a drug problem.
7. You are pregnant (or your girlfriend is pregnant).
8. Your much beloved pet fish just died.
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9. Your 17-year-old son just ran away.
10. You are really stupid and ugly.
11. You’re going to prison for murder but you’re innocent.
12. Nobody loves you.
13. You just found out your best friend is gay/lesbian. (For many western people this isn’t a
problem, but most religious people believe this is a serious problem.)
14. All your hair is falling out.
15. Your parents moved away without telling you because they don’t like you.
16. Aliens are following you.
17. Your English teacher hates you.
18. You have a date with a pop star you’re madly in love with but you have a huge pimple on
your nose.
19. Pink monkeys from Mars are stealing your socks.
20. A 3rd party told you your neighbor stole your most prized cow last night.
21. You just found out a book has been published packed full of lies and fake photos telling
everyone you really are a spy for an alien race that wants to take over the world.
22. You heard the song “Yellow Submarine” in a restaurant one evening and can’t get it out of
your head.
23. You’ve just come down with a strange disease that causes you to drool all the time and you
just can’t stop no matter how hard you try.
24. You suddenly can hear everybody’s thoughts all around you very loudly and you can’t turn it
off.
25. You were just elected President of the United States and have to deal with increasing
economic polarization (a lot of poor angry people), race “issues,” massive drug addiction, a
national debt of 23 trillion dollars, growing illiteracy, the CIA wants to kill you, your best friend is
an alien and you have epilepsy.
At the end
Both the client and the counselor have to feel comfortable with the solution. If either isn’t maybe
exploring more options is a good idea.
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Questions for discussion
1. Describe one problem you’ve had how another person helped you resolve it. Was it a lasting
solution?
2. Do you think you could use the above seven questions to help someone solve a real
problem in the real world? Why or why not?
3. Has anyone ever given you bad advice? Did you follow it and what happened?
Counseling Quiz
1. Why do some people not tell the counselor the real problem in the beginning?
a. they are proud of their problem
b. they don’t know what the problem is
c. fear and/or embarrassment
d. too lazy
2. “Closed” body language can include
a. a big smile
b. blinking a lot
c. folded arms and legs
d. sleepy appearance
3. If death is involved in any way involved, the counselor should not ask:
a. What seems to be the matter?
b. Is this the first time this has happened?
c. What do you think you should do?
d. Do you have any other ideas?
4. Question 5 is: Do you have any other ideas? Why ask that question?
a. It takes up time so the client pays more
b. It shows the client that the counselor is really smart
c. Sometimes the client’s first idea is not the best solution
d. It shows the client that the counselor doesn’t like his or her first idea
5. What’s wrong with a counselor giving advice?
a. Advice can go horribly wrong because the counselor can’t really know the value system
of the client.
b. Nothing. Clients have no idea what to do so giving advice is helpful.
c. Advice makes the client lazy.
d. Advice slows the process down.
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6. If the client appears to have no good idea at all how to solve his or her problem, is it OK for
the counselor to ask “leading questions?”
a. Yes
b. No
c. Only on Tuesdays
d. Only if the client is suicidal

7. A good leading question might start like:
a. Isn’t about time you grew up and started to…?
b. Stop being a baby and think about….?
c. You’d be crazy if you didn’t… ?
d. Would you feel comfortable trying…?
8. If the client has no one else to talk to about their problem the counselor should say
_______________.
a. What kind of weird freak doesn’t have any friends?
b. That’s OK, you’ll feel better soon anyways.
c. I understand because I don’t have any friends either.
d. You can always come and talk with me.
9. Why should the last question be: “What do you think you should do now?
a. It makes the client uncomfortable
b. It helps the client prioritize their solutions
c. It makes the client think about how inferior they are
d. It makes the counselor feel good
10. If the counselor is not comfortable with the client’s final solution to their problem, the
counselor can ________________.
a. Ask more leading questions
b. Harass the client into being more realistic
c. Give up on the client and send them home.
d. Let them make their own mistakes so they learn what not to do.
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Please write the letter of the meaning on the right on the line next to the emotion on the left
Emotion
11. Frustrated ___
12. Embarrassed ___
13. Disgusted ___
14. Enraged ___
15. Depressed ___
16. Despairing ___
17. Confused ___
18. Suicidal ___
19. Hopeful ___
20. Delighted ___

Meaning
a. Don’t know what to do; maybe because someone doesn’t
understand the choices
b. Giving up hope; hopelessness
c. Uncomfortable self-consciousness, maybe ashamed
d. Having a lot of hope
e. Disappointed, you can’t get what you want.
f. The feeling someone has when they want to kill
themselves.
g. Feeling of revulsion (厌恶), extreme dislike, loathing
h. Extremely angry
i. Extremely happy
j. Very sad for a long time
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Workshop 2: Conflict Resolution Strategies
Conflict Resolution 冲突的解决 - An overview of the five primary conflict resolution strategies
Introduction
Ask students: "What is a conflict?" "Why do people have conflicts?" "How are conflicts resolved?"
1. Sharing experiences
In pairs ask students to share one experience they’ve had with one conflict in their personal life
with their partner. The partner will answer the following questions in a class presentation:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Who was involved
What was it about (the reason, the cause of the conflict)?
Was it resolved and how?
After the conflict were things between those people better, the same or worse?

The following are five of the most commonly used conflict resolution strategies. Just knowing those
strategies can make an enormous difference in how people live their lives and resolve conflicts.
1. Competing - This creates a win-lose scenario via (for example, business or sport) competition,
or arguments, fighting and/or war. Competition can be fun, at least if one is on the winning side. On
the other hand, for every winner a loser is created and that’s usually not so fun, though it may be a
valuable learning experience. Unfortunately taken to an extreme this can become war, and
ultimately everyone loses in a war.
2. Accommodating is cooperative, but it’s also called “caving in,” that is giving the other person
exactly what they want. It has the drawback of reinforcing bullies who often demand more and
more until the accommodator/victim is a slave or dead.
3. Avoiding - hiding, postponing and running from problems is sometimes the best strategy, but
not usually. Usually people eventually run out of places to hide and they’ve earned a reputation for
being weak and cowardly. This is usually not a good negotiating position. On the other hand, some
problems and problem people will eventually just go away if one ignores them long enough. Thus
there are strong potential advantages and disadvantages to this strategy.
4. Collaborating (problem solving) is an assertive and cooperative strategy for dealing with
conflict and usually creates a win-win scenario. In most cases collaborating is the best strategy.
People who work together usually both benefit.
5. Compromising works sometimes, that is each party will take 50/50 or something like that. In
some cases it’s a good proactive strategy, in others it also could mean giving a bully half of
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something they don’t deserve. Thus, there are potentially strong advantages and disadvantages to
this strategy.
Most of us use all of these strategies at one time or another. But it’s also true that most of us have a
pretty strong habit to rely on only one or two strategies more than the others. If we reflexively use
collaborating, that’s great! It means we are solution oriented and cooperative. Unfortunately this
strategy isn’t always possible, especially in cases where one party has vastly more power than the
other. In those cases the super-powerful party will usually just refuse to collaborate.
What are pros and cons of each of the five strategies?
Pros

Cons

Collaborating
Competing
Avoiding
Accommodating
Compromising

2. Conflict Management Styles Quizzes
For students in the classroom the “Conflict Management Styles Quiz” is a good (free) way to find
out what strategies we usually use.
There are many free online Conflict Management quizzes online:
United States Institute of Peace - Conflict Styles Assessment (Very good)
https://www.usip.org/public-education/students/conflict-styles-assessment
https://psychologia.co/conflict-resolution/ (Short and fast)
There are several other excellent models of analyzing conflict resolution styles, e.g.
Emotional Intelligence and Conflict Management Styles by Numl Ain Hidayah Abas, 2010
http://www2.uwstout.edu/content/lib/thesis/2010/2010abasn.pdf
I have often used this one:
https://facultyombuds.ncsu.edu/files/2015/11/Conflict-management-styles-quiz.pdf
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After taking this quiz students can analyze their own results. On which of the five strategies did they
score highest? Second? Third? Fourth? Fifth? Do they agree with the results? Why or why not? Can
they give examples from their lives where they’ve used the wrong strategy?
3. Positive and Negative Effects of Conflict
Read: Conflict’s Positive and Negative Aspects
https://viaconflict.wordpress.com/2014/02/16/conflicts-positive-and-negative-aspects/
Author’s Note: To that rather short list of negative consequences of conflict (on the above link) I’d
add that conflict can:
4. Kill a lot of people
5. Destroy entire families, villages, towns, cities and nations - literally erase them from the earth.
Thinking Question for students
What are some situations when some of the conflict resolution strategies might not work?
4. Conflict resolution in The EFL Classroom
Adapted from The United States Institute of Peace has developed this guide on conflict resolution
as a resource for students and educators to help students develop the skills necessary to negotiate
the world and to be effective, responsible individuals.
The United States Institute of Peace is an independent, nonpartisan federal institution created by
Congress to promote the prevention, management, and peaceful resolution of international
conflicts.
http://teachesl.pbworks.com/f/Confict+resolution+in+ESL+classroom+copy.pdf
5. Conflict Resolution Strategies Vocabulary with Chinese Translations
1. Resolve 解决jiě jué – fix, find a solution, repair修理
2. Conflict (noun) Conflicted (adjective) – disagreement, anger, fighting, war 冲突chōng tū ;
战争zhàn zhēng 战斗zhàn dòu

FIVE STRATEGIES PEOPLE USE TO DEAL WITH CONFLICT
Strategy -策略 [cè lüè] way of doing something – plan - approach
1. Avoidance (noun) Avoid (verb) – hide from, run away from a problem, 回避huí bì = Deny
(v.) there is a problem. (denial - noun.)
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2. Confrontation (= competing) (noun) Confront (verb) – attack back, fight 对抗duì kàng

3. Accommodation (noun) Accommodate (verb) 姑息gū xī = Give them what they want. =
Appeasement 姑息gū xī = Yielding 屈服Qū fu = Surrender 投降 tóu xiáng
4. Compromise (Noun and verb) 妥协tuǒ xié = A 50/50 solution - you get half, I get half

5. Collaborating (Problem Solving) 解决问题jiějué wèntí – figure out solutions to the problem
behind the problem. (Figure out solutions: 找出解决方案)
Conflict Resolution Quiz
Fill in the blank with the conflict resolution strategy (above) being used in the situations below.
1. ____________________ You start yelling (大喊) at your younger sister for always following

(

跟随) you around. You slam the door in her face. (Follow you around everywhere: 到处跟着你)
(slam the door 摔门)
2. ____________________ You always know the answers in your history class. Some of
your friends make fun of (取笑) you for that, so you’ve decided not to answer questions any more.
3. ____________________ Your mother is angry because you came home 2 hours after your
curfew (宵禁). You don’t get mad; instead you ask if you can talk about this tomorrow because
you’re tired. She agrees to do this.
4. ____________________ Your parents are worried about your grade in math. You don’t
understand the math homework, but your parents think it’s because you are not spending enough
time doing your homework. You ask your father if he can help you once a week for an hour on your
math homework. He agrees.
5. ____________________ Two students are talking in the back of the class about someone
you know but don’t know very well. You know what they are saying is untrue but you don’t say
anything to them.
6. ____________________ You want your parents to change your curfew from 10:00 pm to
midnight (12:00) on Saturday nights, but after talking with them about this, you agree on 11:00 pm.
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VOCABULARY CHECK ANSWERS FOUND AT THE END OF THIS SECTION
What would you do?
Directions: Write the letter of the response that most closely matches what you would do in each
situation.
YOUR PROBABLE RESPONSE
A. Try to convince someone of your point or stand up for what you believe. (Confrontation) (
Answers are in white.)
B. Walk away from the situation, ignore the situation, or deny that there is a problem.
(Avoidance)
C. Do what others want even if you disagree or if it’s not what you want. (Accommodation)
D. Agree to a 50/50 solution. (Compromise)
E. Find a solution that makes everyone happy. (Problem solving)
Situation
____ 1. Your wife wants you to help her clean the house on Saturday night and you want to go out
with your friends.
____ 2. Your best friend always borrows your things and never gives them back.
____ 3. Someone is saying bad things about your friend. You’re angry because you know
what they are saying isn’t true.
____ 4. You think your teacher has been unfair in grading your test. You think your grade
should be higher.
____ 5. Your friend always wants to copy your homework and it bothers you because it takes
you a very long time to do your assignments.
____ 6. Your friends want to skip school and you don’t
Small group discussion - What would you do?
Try to problem solve the following situations
Hint: Collaborating (Problem Solving) usually works best when it’s an option.
Note: When is problem solving not an option? Usually when one of the conflicting parties has such
overwhelming power that it doesn’t want to “problem solve.” However, sometimes creative
solutions can be found.
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SCENARIOS
1. An annoying friend is always following you around and it’s making you crazy. How can you
solve this problem?
2. Your friend always copies your test answers during tests and you’re not comfortable with
this. But, you’re afraid to tell him or her to stop.
3. Your wife is angry because you came home 2 hours late.
4. You are a chicken farmer. Every week the uneducated farmer near your farm steals two of
your chickens because his chickens are always sick and die. They die because he doesn’t
feed them right.
5. Every day when you’re in school pink monkeys from mars go into your bedroom and steal
your underwear.
Examples from your own life
1. Please describe one or two examples from your own life when you’ve used the wrong
conflict resolution strategy and it made the conflict worse instead of better:
a. Avoidance – hide from, run away from a problem 回避huí bì

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Can you think of a better way to solve this problem (解决问题) now?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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b. Confrontation – compete, attack back, fight 对抗duì kàng

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Can you think of a better way to solve this problem (解决问题) now?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
c. Accommodation 姑息gū xī = Give them what they want. = Appeasement 姑息gū xī
= Yielding 屈服Qū fu = Surrender 投降 tóu xiáng
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
Can you think of a better way to solve this problem (解决问题) now?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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d. Compromise 妥协tuǒ xié = A 50/50 solution - you get half, I get half
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
Can you think of a better way to solve this problem (解决问题) now?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Please give an example from your life when you think you’ve done a good job of solving a problem.
e. Collaborating (Problem Solving) 解决问题jiějué wèntí – figuring out solutions to the
problem behind the problem.
________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
Role Plays
Each pair of students will be asked to choose one of the above scenarios for a role play. Each role
play will have two parts:
1. Write a short 2 - 3 minute role-play with the unsatisfactory ending based on one of the
above.
2. Re-write the ending with a better conflict resolution strategy. In most cases (but maybe not
all) it will involve problem solving rather than avoidance, confrontation, compromise or
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accommodation. This second part can be just one minute as it involves just re-writing the
ending.
Your Opinion
There are now five or so superpowers in the world: USA, China, Russia, Japan, Germany and India.
Can you try to specify which of the five conflict resolution strategies described in this chapter what
you think each of those countries listed usually uses these days and why?
USA:__________________________________________________________________
China:__________________________________________________________________
Japan:__________________________________________________________________
Germany:_______________ _______________________________________________
India________________________________________________________________
Student Research
Each student will research a different country looking for primary and secondary domestic and
international conflict resolution strategies used by that country. Students will write short essays
with three references presenting their findings.
The USA has for example tried problem solving with racism, e.g. the “bussing program” under
President Johnson, and Affirmative Action. Have these problem solving strategies been successful?

Additional Writing Practice
Students can be encouraged to write on the subject of conflict resolution strategies using different
text types, e.g. essay, feature article, speech, script, instructions and/or blog.
Work with a partner
Choose some conflict from somewhere in your life. Hopefully not too serious, maybe when you
were a child or teen, or perhaps at work or something between friends. Your goal is to roleplay
Counselor/Client and use the active listening procedure above. You have 10 to 20 minutes to think
of a conflict, write it down, and demonstrate the active listening model above. Your guide will help
if you are uncertain about anything.
Practice Situation
(Putting it all together in the semi-real world or Washington DC)
You are President Trump and want to be friends with Russian President Putin, but the FBI, CIA,
Justice Department, broadcast media and press, the other major political party the Democrats, and
many citizens think that Russian President Putin and his government helped you become president,
don’t seem to like Russian President Putin, and are preventing you from working together with
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Russian President Putin to make peace in various conflicts around the world. They may even think
you are a Russian agent!
So, you are going to make a speech to the American people (and world actually) to resolve this
conflict. What would you say? Start with Active Listening skills practiced above, then offer a conflict
resolution.
Before trying to write this speech, first two questions.
1. As of March 2019, what conflict resolution strategy (or strategies) has President Trump
been using so far?
2. Have they worked?
FIRST: Please use the active listening skills learned earlier:
A.
B.
C.

Label emotion
Summarize or paraphrase
Then check to make sure you’ve got it right. (This might be a token/rhetorical question
for the audience).

SECOND: Then write about the conflict resolution skill you think would be best in this situation
and explain why this is the best solution.
1. Avoidance (noun) Avoid (verb) – hide from, run away from a problem, 回避huí bì = Deny
(v.) there is a problem. (denial - noun.)
2. Confrontation (noun) Confront (verb) – attack back, fight 对抗duì kàng

3. Accommodation (noun) Accommodate (verb) 姑息gū xī = Give them what they want. =
Appeasement 姑息gū xī = Yielding 屈服Qū fu = Surrender 投降 tóu xiáng
4. Compromise (Noun and verb) 妥协tuǒ xié = A 50/50 solution - you get half, I get half

5. Collaborating (Problem Solving) 解决问题jiějué wèntí – figure out solutions to the problem
behind the problem. (Figure out solutions: 找出解决方案)

My dear fellow Americans____________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
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__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
Writing, Debate or Discussion Exercises
(For writing exercise) Please choose one of the following questions and write a short essay. (150 –
200 words)
1.

Please describe a time in your life when someone didn’t listen to you; how that made
you feel, and how you reacted to that situation.

2.

Please describe a time in your life when you didn’t listen to someone else and
something bad happened because you didn’t listen.

Write and present a role-play with your partner

Write a two-part short dialogue about two people having a conflict:
a.
b.

…One person isn’t listening. What happens?
… Both are listening. What happens?

Other Multi-Cultural Questions
Do all cultures encourage listening by all parties the same?
Cultures can be:


Within or between rich, middle class, poor (The politically correct label for this is high,
middle and low Socio Economic Status - SES)



A school (within or between different groups of students and/or teachers and/or
administrators), company (bosses/workers), clubs, or other social group
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Within or between people in different tribes, countries and/or political systems (remember
the U.S. has two very different political systems with very different priorities in regards to
some but not all issues)

Finally, listen with your whole being. Intuition is very useful sometimes, but at other times it can be
manipulated. As we learned in the counseling model, follow the emotion of the speaker, as much as
or sometimes even more than the words.

Workshop Conclusions
It is the sincere hope of the presenter that the participants have found some practical useful tools
for preventing conflicts when possible and dealing with them effectively when they can’t be
prevented. It is also hoped that participants had fun, and do additional reading and study on these
very important topics.
Some other Peace Education Workshop Topics are listed on the next page.
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Other Roundtable Peace Education Workshop topics
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

An Introduction to Confucius and the 100 Schools of Thought
Diplomacy in World History
Islamic Diplomacy
Strategies of the great peacemakers in history
The evolution and psychobiology of cooperation and conflict
Recovery from conflict: group support, art therapy, dream diaries, sports and exercise,
helping others, religion/philosophy
7) And others.
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About the participants
The participants in these workshops bring with them their whole lifetime of experience and
learning to these workshop. These are collaborate efforts resulting in Win-Win experiences for
everyone.
About the Presenter
1981– 1984 Family Services of Milwaukee, Crisis Counselor
1981– 1982 Women’s Coalition of Milwaukee, Public Speakers Bureau - Prevention of child
abuse and neglect, sexual assault and domestic violence.
1982- 1983 Underground Switchboard, alcohol and drug addiction (AODA) counselor
1984 Started Graduate School in the Education Psychology Department - Specializing in PsychoEducational Assessment (Construction, administration and assessment of IQ, personality,
projective, adaptive behavior and other tests), as well review of legislation mandating fair
education in schools in the U.S.
1988 Converted to Islam, got married
1988 Completed four-year Graduate School program
1988 - 1989 Employed as Family Counselor for adjudicated delinquents - Lad Lake Residential
and Community Treatment Centers 2004 N. 33rd Street, Milwaukee, WI 53208
1989 Researched wrote and published (Milwaukee Community Journal) a 14-part series of
newspaper articles on preventing child abuse. Laws in the State of Wisconsin were changed
following that.
1993 Published a four-part series of articles in the Malaysian New Straits Times newspaper on
preventing Child Abuse.
1994 Published more than 15 interviews with foreign Ambassadors to Malaysia (Sunday Star
newspaper, Malaysia)
1996 - 1998 Employed at Milwaukee County Child Protective Services
1997- 2001 American Red Cross, Disaster Action Team & Logistics team
2003 - Published several interviews with foreign Ambassadors to South Korea, (Korea Herald
newspaper)
2005– 2009 Nonsan, South Korea: Volunteer English teaching at orphanage and a community
center for disadvantaged youth.
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2009 - 2019 Teacher at large international school in Beijing
2012 Built volunteer NGO/NPO site for Beijing and China http://npochina.weebly.com
2015 - 2019 On vacations from school traveled 14,000 km. on Silk Roads publishing 23 part
series of articles titled: Silk Road Kung Fu Friendship Tour (Kung Fu magazine) and another
called Taekwondo Quest (Taekwondo Times magazine)
2016 (Jan. 25-30) Association of Quality Control in Education and Teaching Student Centered
Learning (SCL) - 30 hour in-person training course
2017 Conflict Resolution Skills – University of California, Irvine via Coursera, Certificate:
https://www.coursera.org/account/accomplishments/verify/8LRTRMDGW83B
2017 December, completed PH558x: Humanitarian Response to Conflict and Disaster. Verify at
HarvardX https://courses.edx.org/certificates/ae006d9c9df14db7bf9d46ca205ec5e4
2018 - 2019 Coordinated high school students’ research and construction of
https://helpinchina-huijia.weebly.com/
2019, July 15, Retire from teaching in Beijing
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